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Lecture 1 – Introduction 

This CD lecture covers Prof. Barrs’ introduction to the course, focusing on the assignments, especially 
the letter that students will write to an unsaved friend.  
 
Lecture 2 – Postmodernism A: Style 
 
“A marketplace jamboree with amazing diversity striving for recognition.”  Alexis de Toqueville 
 
Key Terms 
Postmodernism, style, cultural artifact, genre, heroism 
 
Objectives 
*Articulate the major characteristics of postmodern style. 
*Identify characteristics of postmodern style in our culture at large. 
 
Introduction 

Characteristics of postmodernism: 
Postmodernism: 
 -definition: 
 -understood in three areas: 
 
A. Style 
Postmodernism is completely indifferent to questions of context, consistency or continuity. It self-
consciously splices genres, attitudes and styles. 

Examples: Louvre, Las Vegas, Galleria Mall (St. Louis), Mona Lisa 
 

Postmodernism is like shopping through the arcades of history’s different cultures – it is a ‘grab-bag’ 
culture. 

American Culture (delighting in many styles) 
Multiculturalism (delighting in many cultures) 
 

But in postmodernism there is more than this.  There is not simply a playful use or misuse of the 
historical significance of a cultural artifact; rather, there is a denial of any standards by which cultural 
artifacts may be judged. No style or subject is superior to any other. 

Examples: Andy Warhol, Marcel DuChamps 
 

Not just recovering the glory of other cultures, but a serious statement about standards to judge what is 
beauty or art. 
  Examples in different cultural media: 
 
The loss of heroism. 

Hero: 
Cult of celebrities: 
BBC production of “Fame” 
Reality TV shows 
 

Questions & Answers 
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Lecture 3 – Postmodernism B: Language & Literary Criticism 
 
“There is nothing outside the text.”  Derrida 
 
Key Terms 
Postmodernism, hermeneutics, style, cultural artifact, genre, heroism 
 
Objectives 
*Summarize the way in which the postmodern style has affected our culture. 
*Explore examples of postmodern style in language, linguistics, and literature. 
 
Introduction 

Hermeneutical Background: How do we read and understand a text? 
The Enlightenment Project 
Modernism:  just assumed that we could understand each other due to human reason 
Postmodernism:  

 
B. Language & Literary Criticism 
 
1. There is nothing transcendent (neither God nor anything else) that understands everything. 

A world without God 
2. Therefore there is no story or metanarrative that gives texts or language ultimate meaning. 

Themes of great literature: 
Consequences when Christianity is passionately rejected: 

3. The meaning of a text, or any use of language resides completely in the person using the language or    
    reading the text. 

No hope of understanding each other 
Our approach to Scripture 
Postmodernism’s conclusion: individual and cultural isolation 

4. Literary Criticism plunges into an abyss, for meaning is lost.  Texts are completely inaccessible to us,  
    for every reading becomes a misreading. 
5. Literature becomes a weapon in the culture wars for various groups to reinforce their previously held   
    positions, and to use against each other. 
 
Quotations:  Note: These quotations are not all discussed in the lecture; they are provided for you to review 
on your own.  
 
Derrida says “there is nothing outside the text.” He means that there is no meta-language; no language that 
can enable us to stand outside or over the text as critics of it, no structural rules to help understanding (for 
these themselves would simply be another text), no reference to the external world, no inherent meaning to a 
text or to language itself.   
 

Abrams comments on this statement (“there is no meaning outside the text”) – “Like all Derrida’s key 
terms and statements, this has multiple significations; but a primary significance is that one cannot get 
beyond the sequence of verbal signs to anything that stands outside of, and independent of, the language 
system that constitutes a text – for example its referents, or else the intention of its speaker or writer to 
express a determinate signification.” 
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“Deconstruction…results in the claim that the meaning of any text remains radically ‘open’ to 
contradictory readings.” M. H. Abrams – A Glossary of Literary Terms 
 

In Deconstruction the meaning of a term is determined by its difference from other terms (differance), and 
therefore – because every term is defined this way – meaning is always deferred to another moment. 
 

This failure to grasp an actual definition leads to what is called decentering, that is, that there is no center 
or reference point to anchor the meaning of a word. 
 

It also leads to free play - any term has infinite semantic range, because every word is anchored to other 
words; any word can drift anywhere in the ocean of meaning. 
 

“The text can have no determinate meaning at all.  Every reading is a misreading.” 
In answer to the criticism that his thinking is nihilistic, Derrida tries to deny this charge, but he says 
elsewhere that he is trying to put himself “at a point so that I do not know any longer where I am going.” 
 
Lyotard tells us that now the scientific metanarrative has broken down all that we are left with is “an 
infinite plurality of language games.”  We have moved “from the muffled majesty of grand narratives to 
the splintering autonomy of micronarratives.” Jean-Francois Lyotard – The Postmodern Condition 

 
Examples from literature help to understand what is being claimed in postmodern theorizing and in 
deconstruction.   
 

The plays of Samuel Beckett or of Eugene Ionesco: In both of these dramatists language breaks down, so 
people cease to communicate with each other.  See Waiting for Godot or Happy Days by Beckett, or 
Rhinoceros or Chairs by Ionesco. 
 
The fiction of James Joyce:  Ulysses or Finnegan’s Wake 
 
The poetry of T. S. Eliot or Ted Hughes 

 We are the hollow men 
 We are the stuffed men 
 Leaning together 
 Headpiece filled with straw.  Alas! 
 Our dried voices, when 
 We whisper together 
 Are quiet and meaningless 
 As wind in dry grass 
 Or rats’ feet over broken glass 
 In our dry cellar 
 T. S. Eliot – The Hollow Men I 
 
    Words strain, 
 Crack and sometimes break, under the burden, 
 Under the tension, slip, slide, perish, 
 Decay with imprecision, will not stay in place, 
 Will not stay still.  Shrieking voices  
 Scolding, mocking, or merely chattering 
 Always assail them. 

T. S. Eliot – Burnt Norton V from The Four Quartets 
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The skull-splitting polyp of his brain, on its tiny root, 
Lolls out over him ironically: 
Angels, it whispers, are metaphors, in man’s image, 
For the amoeba’s exhilarations.   
Ted Hughes – Sartre from Wings 
 

For an interesting critique of the mythological “scientific metanarrative” and ideas related to knowing and 
communicating in our age, see Personal Knowledge by Michael Polanyi.  

 
Creation convulses in nightmare.  And awaking 

 Suddenly tastes the nightmare moving 
 Still in its mouth 
 And spits it kicking out, with a swinish cry – 
     which is God’s first cry. 
  

Like that cry within the sea, 
 A mumbling over and over 
 Of ancient law, the phrases falling to pieces 
 Garbled among shell-shards and gravels, 
     the truths falling to pieces, 
 Ted Hughes from Logos 

 

The Consequences for Theology 

Some contemporary theologians, like Hans Kung, insist that revelation can come through a person only, 
that is, through Christ.  (See Hans Kung – On Being a Christian) 

 
Others, like Paul Tillich, argue that no affirmations can be made about God.  He rejects both propositions 
and rational definitions when we use language about God.  Consequently, prayer became meditation for 
him.  (See Paul Tillich – The Courage to Be) 

 
Others suggest that all language about God is metaphorical and analogical.  God is beyond naming or 
describing in Himself.  Consequently, the Bible is simply a record of people’s encounters with God 
expressed in the inadequate tool of human language. 

 
This is the view of John Hick, who believes that all religions express partial truths about God, because He 
is beyond any description in language.  (See John Hick – The Rainbow of Faiths) 

 
This is also the view of Frances Young who, following the example of Arthur Koestler, divides life into 
the trivial and the tragic.  In the realm of the tragic we assign no “literal or factual” meaning to the 
language we use about God when we theologize, or that we use to God when we worship. 

 
“As Christian believers, then, we work with (i) the scientific model which finds explanations of 
phenomena, behavior and events in terms of natural causes, and (ii) what we can only describe as 
‘mythological’ or symbolic…models, models which however inadequately represent the religious and 
spiritual dimension of our experience.  To call them ‘mythological’ is not to denigrate their status, but to 
indicate that they refer to realities which are not only inaccessible to the normal methods of scientific 
investigation, but are also indefinable in terms of human language, and in their totality, inconceivable 
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within the limited powers and experience of the finite human mind.” Frances Young – A Cloud of 
Witnesses from The Myth of God Incarnate p. 34 

 
She then argues that to say “Jesus is God” turns myth into science.  Our religious language works like 
music.  She uses the illustration of Hector Berlioz – Messe des Morts.  Such music has the power to 
convict and terrify me; so with our language about and to God. 

 
The views of Frances Young are not new.  Over 150 years ago Strauss in his Life of Jesus wrote: “The 
supernatural birth of Christ, His miracles, His resurrection and ascension remain eternal truths whatever 
doubts we may cast on their reality as historical facts….When we have finished critically studying the 
history of Jesus what remains is to re-establish dogmatically what we have destroyed critically....According 
to the mythical interpretation I do not see in the evangelical narrative any actual occurrence but yet retain a 
sense and purpose of the narrative….Despite the negative conclusions of historical research all that the 
Scripture declares and the church believes of Christ will still subsist as eternal truth, nor is there any need 
for one iota of it to be renounced.” 
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Lecture 4 – Postmodernism C: Epistemology; D: Consequences I, Part 1 
 
“Reality isn’t what it used to be.”  Anderson 
 
Key Terms 
Postmodernism, modernism, epistemology, relativism, pluralism 
 
Objectives 
*Articulate the way in which postmodernism approaches questions of epistemology. 
*Identify some of the consequences of this epistemology. 
 
Introduction 

Characteristics of Postmodernism: 
Postmodernism: 
 -definition: 
 -understood in three areas: 
 
C. Epistemology 

Premodern 
 Modernism [Enlightenment to recent past] 
 Postmodernism 
1. There is nothing transcendent (neither God nor anything else) that understands everything – so there   
    is no objective truth available to us. 

Examples (Obvious Man) 
2. In knowing, I am not ever free, I always come to every issue with prejudices, with beliefs, with a  
    background – and these ‘glasses’ determine what I ‘see.’ 
3. Reason is a weak tool, and can never lead us to true knowledge, for it is constrained by our prejudices.   
    Reason and the ‘claim’ of knowledge are weapons. 
4. Postmodernism is passionately anti-abstract. Sartre wanted to create a philosophy “that makes human   
    life possible.” 
5. There are no grounds for optimism about humanity or the future. Not even scientific knowledge is    
    certain. 

Examples 
 

D. Consequences I 
What is my neighbor thinking? 
 

1. Human reason is inadequate to lead us to truth 
-No possibility of finding objective truth or absolute truth 
-Only personal truth 
a. Pluralism reinforces this 

Descriptive pluralism [pluralism within five miles of Covenant Seminary]: 
Relativistic pluralism: 
Legislative pluralism: 

b. American democracy 
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Lecture 5 – Postmodernism D: Consequences I, Part 2 
 

“Postmodernism is nihilism with a smile.”  Unknown 
 
Key Terms 
Pragmatism, skepticism, pessimism, relativism 
 
Objectives 
*Identify ways in which postmodernism manifests itself in our culture. 
*Outline how postmodernism has influenced our views of authority and the religious experience. 
 
D. Consequences I (cont.) 
 
1. Human reason is inadequate to lead us to truth (cont.) 

b. Democracy – everyone has the right to their own views (American democracy) 
c. Pragmatism – truth is what will work for me  

-New Age movement 
-Our churches 
-Truth = authenticity 

d. Skepticism – a generation of skeptics 
Examples: 

e. Pessimism 
  -rejection of optimism 

-young people 
-“nihilism with a smile” 

2. Rejection of authority –  
    If there is not truth then there is nothing or no one that can command respect or deserve submission. 
    There is an absolute lack of respect for authority, and a suspicion of authority. 

This results in: 
a. Trust in myself 
b. Privatization of religious experience 
c. Deconstruction of everything sacred 
d. No style or art is better than any other 
e. There is a playful aspect to this 

3.  Moral relativism (There are no transcendent moral commandments) 
 a. Individual choice 
 
Questions & Answers 

Criteria by which we can judge art? 
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Lecture 6 – Postmodernism D: Consequences I, Part 3 
 
“If God is dead, and man is the highest, then good and evil is decided by majority vote.”  Golding

 
Key Terms 
Relativism, individual choice, isolation 
 
Objectives 
*Identify the effects of postmodernism on morality and relationships. 
*Articulate the church’s charge to resist these trends. 
 
D. Consequences I (cont.) 
 
3.  Moral relativism (cont.) 
 a. Individual choice 

b. Referenda (and opinion polls) on moral issues 
c. The will of the experts 

Example:  embryo research 
-Moral issues are decided by experts 
-No context to address these issues because of enormous pressure to do what is possible 

d. The loss of persuasion and rational discourse in the public square 
4. Breakdown of relationships (at every level) 

a. Loss of trust and respect for marriage and family 
-60% will divorce, many several times 
-Growing number with no intention of marrying 
-Weakening of the protective and educational functions of the family  
-Isolation of family members  

b. Difficulty in making relationships 
 

Questions & Answers 
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Lecture 7 – Postmodernism D: Consequences I, Part 4; Consequences II, Part 1 
 

“But in your hearts set apart Christ as Lord. Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who 
asks you to give the reason for the hope that you have. But do this with gentleness and respect.” 1 Peter 
3:15  
 
Key Terms 
Suburbia, idolatry, truth 
 
Objectives 
*Express how the modern suburban community challenges the biblical notion of community. 
*Identify the place and the role of idolatry in the postmodern mindset. 
*List and explain the challenges that the postmodern reality poses to the spread of the Gospel. 
 
D. Consequences I (cont.) 
 
4. Breakdown of relationships (cont.) 

c. Loss of community in suburbia 
-Suburban community: 
-In the church: 

  -The pursuit of happiness: 
5. Practical idolatry 

Read: “How the World Lost Its Story” by Robert Jensen (at www.firstthings.com)  
-idols of the mind 
-idols of the will (people have no commandments to direct their lives) 
-idols of the heart 

6. The return to paganism 
 
D. Consequences II 

What is my neighbor thinking about me?  
 
Three main questions to think about for this section: 

1. What particular difficulties does this postmodern reality create for Christians? 
2. Are we being faithful as we seek to serve God with these pressures? 
3. What particular challenges does this create for us as we seek to reach out with the Gospel? 

1. The loss of truth 
a. Truth claims are offensive. 
b. Do we hold on to truth? 

2. The loss of moral direction 
a. Absolute moral commands are offensive. 
b. Do we hold on to God’s laws and love Him? 

 
Questions & Answers 
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Lecture 8 – Postmodernism D: Consequences II, Part 2 
 

“The crowd spoke up, ‘We have heard from the Law that the Christ will remain forever, so how can you 
say, “The Son of Man must be lifted up”? Who is this “Son of Man”?’ Then Jesus told them, ‘You are 
going to have the light just a little while longer. Walk while you have the light, before darkness 
overtakes you. The man who walks in the dark does not know where he is going…’” John 13:34-35 
 
“Jesus called them together and said, ‘You know that the rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them, and 
their high officials exercise authority over them. Not so with you. Instead, whoever wants to become 
great among you must be your servant, and whoever wants to be first must be your slave – just as the 
Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many.’” 
Matthew 20:25-28 
 
“Everything they do is done for men to see: They make their phylacteries wide and the tassels on their 
garments long…” Matthew 23:5 
 
Key Terms 
Community, authority 
 
Objectives 
*Discuss how the church ought to communicate righteousness in a world that has lost its moral   
  direction. 
*Discuss what community in the church looks like, and how to build it. 
*Examine how the church is to model respect for authority. 
 
D. Consequences II (cont.) 
 
2. The loss of moral direction (cont.) 

c. Are we communicating in word and life the beauty of righteousness?  
3. The loss of relationships/community 

a. Lack of community in the church is offensive. 
b. Is there a reality of community in our church? 
c. Do we welcome postmodern people into our community? 

4. The loss of respect for authority 
a. The claim to authority is offensive. 
b. Are we cynical about authority? 
c. What kind of authority are we displaying? 

 
Questions & Answers 
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Lecture 9 – Postmodernism D: Consequences II, Part 3 
 

“Though I am free and belong to no man, I make myself a slave to everyone, to win as many as 
possible.”  I Corinthians 9:19 
 
Key Terms 
Respect, authority, culture wars, fear & trust, condemnation & love, retreat & “saltiness,” personal 
separation & engagement 
 
Objectives 
*Identify ways the Church models authority and biblical respect for authority. 
*Identify and describe principles (both positive and negative) at work in culture wars. 
 
D. Consequences II (cont.) 
 
4. The loss of respect for authority (cont.) 

c. What kind of authority are we displaying? (cont.) 
-1 Cor. 9:19 ff. 
-Phil. 2 

5. The culture wars 
a. The offended perception & erecting barriers 

-Intimidation/fear 
-Condemnation 
-Retreat 
-Personal separation 
-Evangelism as raids 

Therefore, what is our calling? 
b. Do we love the Lord who became incarnate in the world? 

1) Do not be afraid (but trust) 
-Luke 12:4 ff. 

2) Do not condemn (but love) 
-Matthew 7:1-5 

 
Questions & Answers 
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Lecture 10 – Postmodernism D: Consequences II, Part 4 
 

“On one occasion an expert in the law stood up to test Jesus. ‘Teacher,’ he asked, ‘what must I do to 
inherit eternal life?’…But he wanted to justify himself, so he asked Jesus ‘And who is my neighbor?’”  
Luke 10:25, 29 
 
Key Terms 
Culture wars, incarnation, fear & trust, condemnation & love, retreat & cultural engagement, personal 
separation & commitment in friendship 
 
Objectives 
*Articulate and give examples of what it means to love our neighbor. 
*Locate and describe examples of Jesus being a friend of sinners. 
 
D. Consequences II (cont.) 
 
5. The culture wars (cont.) 

b. Do we love the Lord who became incarnate in the world? (cont.) 
3) Salt/light in the world 

-Matthew 5:13 ff. 
-John 17:15-18 

4) Friends of sinners 
-I Corinthians 5:l0 
-Luke 7:39 
-Luke 19 
-Mathew 9:9-13 
-Matthew 11:18-19 
-Luke 10:25 
-Luke 10:29 

Parables operate on four levels 
 
Questions & Answers 
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Lecture 11 – Postmodernism D: Consequences III, Part 1 
 

“Now an angel of the Lord said to Philip, ‘Go south to the road – the desert road – that goes down from 
Jerusalem to Gaza.’ So he started out, and on his way he met an Ethiopian eunuch, an important official 
in charge of all the treasury of Candace, queen of the Ethiopians. This man had gone to Jerusalem to 
worship…” Acts 8:26 ff. 
 
“He has set his foundation on the holy mountain; the Lord loves the gates of Zion more than all the 
dwellings of Jacob. Glorious things are said of you, O city of God…” Psalm 87:1-3 
 
Key Terms 
Evangelism 
 
Objectives 
*Identify characteristics of how evangelism works. 
*Describe where evangelism ought to take place. 
*Explain how our culture responds to it and identify possible reasons for this. 
 
D. Consequences III (cont.) 
      Reflecting on the implications of “the wall around us” 

Evangelism – 
1. The local congregation is the primary place for evangelism. 

-90% of people come to faith primarily through a Christian friend. 
-Impact of the lives of believers opens people to hear the words of the Gospel. 
-Thus the church’s focus on evangelism is slightly off-target. 
-One-time events, like crusades, bear fruit in the context of relationships and follow-up with   
  believers. 

2. Evangelism takes time. 
-God is the one who saves. 
-Methods that work in one place will not necessarily work elsewhere. 
-Prof. Barrs relates several personal examples. 
-Biblical examples where God has been at work prior to salvation 

The Ethiopian eunuch 
 
Questions & Answers 
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Lecture 12 – Postmodernism D: Consequences III, Part 2 
 
“While they were worshipping the Lord and fasting, the Holy Spirit said, ‘Set apart for me Barnabas 
and Saul for the work to which I have called them.’  So after they had fasted and prayed, they placed 
their hands on them and sent them off.” Acts 13:2-3 
 
Key Terms 
Sowing, reaping, relationship, reluctance, obedience, mission 
 
Objectives 
*Recognize and identify biblical emphases on sowing and reaping, and describe their relative   
  importance. 
*Identify the church’s characteristic reluctance to obedience and evaluate that in light of Scripture. 
 
D. Consequences III (cont.) 

       
3. New Testament emphasis = sowing and personal relationships 

We usually teach reaping – 
But the New Testament teaches us how to sow – 

Most opportunities for evangelism arise out of verbal relationships. 
We need a broader view of evangelism. 

a. God’s commitment to the work of salvation: how He saves people – God’s commitment to   
                salvation as the challenge to mission  

-What about people who haven’t heard the Gospel? 
  -Is God truly reluctant to save people?  Who is reluctant in evangelism? 

1) We all have agendas for Christ. 
2) Jesus has authority and the Spirit goes before you – do not sit and wait for the   
    kingdom to come in, but go out and proclaim the Gospel.  
3) God is the only superpower – He rules the nations. 
4) Not until Acts 8 do the apostles begin to go out where Christ has commanded. 

-To the Gentiles: 
-Acts 13: 
-Church history marked by church shrinking back to “Jerusalem” with few   
  exceptions. 

5) William Carey: “An Inquiry into the Obligation of Christians to Use Means for the   
     Conversion of the Heathen” 
6) Most evangelical churches today have no involvement in missions. 

-The church is reluctant, but God is not. 
b. Mission is the response of every church at every age. 

-We should pray. 
-We should give support. 

 c. God planned for our salvation. 
     He prepared people (Israel) for the coming Messiah. 
     He sent His Son. 
 
Questions & Answers 
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Lecture 13 – Acts: A Challenge to Mission for Every Age of the Church 
 
“In my former book, Theophilus, I wrote about all that Jesus began to do and to teach…” Acts 1:1 
 
“This became known all over Joppa, and many people believed in the Lord.” Acts 9:42 
 
Key Terms 
The Great Commission, Pentecost & the ministry of the Spirit 
 
Objectives 
*Summarize the Great Commission and the exhortation to mission in the book of Acts. 
*Describe and provide examples of its application to the present age of the church. 
*Describe and demonstrate from Scripture the reluctance of the early church to follow the commission and   
  explain what we can learn from them. 
 
Introductory Review 
 
Acts: A Challenge to Mission 
 
Acts begins: “In my former book I wrote about all that Jesus began to do and to teach until the day he was 
taken up to heaven.” Luke, in effect, is titling his work The Continuing Work and Words of Jesus.  
 
1. The Great Commission and the power of the Spirit 

a. Who was this commissioner? 
1) The crucified, resurrected, ascended, and returning Lord 
2) The human one who did His work in the power of the Spirit 

 b. What was His instruction? 
1) The kingdom of God has invaded history. 
2) Wait before you work. 
3) Be My witnesses to the whole world. 

 c. When and how did the work of the Spirit begin? 
1) The day of Pentecost: the first fruits of God’s harvest 
2) The ministry of the Spirit 

-Wind 
-Fire 
-Tongues - Babel reversed - the new humanity 
-First fruits of the many tongues on earth 
-First fruits geographically 
-First fruits of the descendants of the sons of Noah 

2. Out from Jerusalem at last!  (or) the reluctant missionaries 
a. Transformed men 

1) Powerful preaching 
2) Faith in God’s power to heal 
3) Courage to face opposition and suffering 

b. What was missing?  No attempt to go out from Jerusalem 
    1) Persecution drives the church to mission (not the apostles). 

2) A deacon ministers in Samaria. 
3) What about the Gentiles?  What it took to get Peter moving (Prof. Barrs goes over  

      these points once in general, then again in much more detail). 
-Peter in a tanner’s home 
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-A vision for Cornelius 
-A vision for Peter - no, two visions! -  make it three! 
-A message from the Spirit 
-An invitation from the Gentiles 
-Cornelius’ house & Peter’s response: Won’t someone tell me why I’m here? 

4) Peter’s message and the Jewish Christian’s reaction 
5) New plans for a Gentile mission? 

c. The reluctant missionaries throughout church history 
1) Israel in the Old Testament – Jonah’s mission to Nineveh 
2) Ulfilas’ mission to the Goths 
3) Aedisius and Frumentius to Ethiopia 
4) The apostle Thomas to India (King Gundaphoras) 
5) Patrick to Ireland 
6) The conversion of the Vikings 
7) The Crusades: the anti-mission mission 

(Points 8 & 9 are not on the CD lecture) 
8) The Reformers’ failure to reach beyond ‘Christendom’  
9) William Carey’s booklet: An Enquiry into the Obligation of Christians to Use Means for   
      the Conversion of the Heathen 
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Lecture 14 – Acts: A Challenge to Mission, Part 2 
 
“But Jonah was greatly displeased and became angry…‘I knew that you are a gracious and compassionate 
God, slow to anger and abounding in love, a God who relents from sending calamity….’” Jonah 4:1-3 
 
“But the Lord said, ‘You have been concerned about this vine, though you did not tend it or make it grow. It 
sprang up overnight and died overnight. But Nineveh has more than a hundred and twenty thousand people 
who cannot tell their right hand from their left, and many cattle as well. Should I not be concerned about 
that great city?’” Jonah 4:10-11 
 
Key Terms 
Reluctance, God’s character 
 
Objectives 
*Describe and demonstrate from Scripture the reluctance of the early church to follow the commission and   
  explain what we can learn from them. 
*Identify issues of faith with which we must deal as individuals and as a church. 
*Identify some of the less obvious means God has of accomplishing His redemptive purposes in the world. 
 
Acts: A Challenge to Mission (cont.) 
 
2. Out from Jerusalem at last!  (or) the reluctant missionaries (cont.) 

c. The reluctant missionaries throughout church history (review of prior points) 
10) Slavery and the slave trade from Africa to the Americas: the failure of the church to  

      send missionaries to Africa; and its failure (with a few exceptions) to speak against  
      slavery and the slave trade 

11) Today? Example of Wycliffe in New Guinea 
Do we believe that the fields are white to harvest? Do we believe that God is a God of 
compassion and mercy? 

“You are a gracious and compassionate God, slow to anger and abounding in 
love, a God who relents from sending calamity....Nineveh has more than a 
hundred and twenty thousand people who cannot tell their right hand from 
their left....Should I not be concerned about that great city?” 

God is concerned about every city and every people group in the world. 
3. The Missionary God 

a. Reluctant apostles/unreluctant God 
b. The Ethiopian eunuch – God’s extraordinary measures 
c. Cornelius – God in action 
d. The conversion of Saul – a turning point in the history of mission 

-Prayers for his conversion? 
-The apostle to the Gentiles 
-The new work at Antioch 
-Mission to the world, to where the Gospel had not yet been preached 

e. God’s infinite variety of means 
-Timothy 
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Lecture 15 – Acts: A Challenge to Mission, Part 3 
 
“Now Naaman was commander of the army of the king of Aram. He was a great man in the sight of his 
master and highly regarded, because through him the Lord had given victory to Aram. He was a valiant 
soldier, but he had leprosy…” 2 Kings 5:1 ff. 
 
Key Terms 
Means (by which God brings people to faith): child rearing, leprosy, famine 
 
Objectives 
*Illustrate the variety of means the Lord uses to accomplish His redemptive purposes. 
*Identify various biblical examples of “out of the ordinary” means implemented for evangelism. 
 
Acts: A Challenge to Mission (cont.) 
 
3. The missionary God (cont.) 

e. God’s infinite variety of means 
-Timothy (cont.)  
-Naaman 
-The widow of Zarephath 
-Manasseh 
-Professor Barrs’ story 
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Lecture 16 – Acts: A Challenge to Mission, Part 4 
 
“If anyone else thinks he has reason to put confidence in the flesh, I have more: circumcised on the eighth 
day, of the people of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew of Hebrews; in regard to the law, a Pharisee; 
as for zeal, persecuting the church; as for legalistic righteousness, faultless. But whatever was to my profit I 
now consider loss for the sake of Christ. What is more, I consider everything a loss compared to the 
surpassing greatness of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord, for whose sake I have lost all things. I consider them 
rubbish that I may gain Christ and be found in him, not having a righteousness of my own that comes from 
the law, but that which is through faith in Christ – the righteousness that comes from God and is by faith.” 
Philippians 3:4-9 
 
Key Terms 
Walls, Gospel identity 
 
Objectives 
*Identify some of the walls that prevent the church from sharing the good news with the world. 
*Identify biblical themes and passages that address issues of division and separation. 
 
Acts: A Challenge to Mission (cont.) 
 
Assignment:  write a one paragraph summary of “What I believe” using no “Christian-ese” and a second 
paragraph stating “Why I believe this.” Reflect on the effort: how does the difficulty of stating what I believe 
without using “Christian-ese” reflect walls that I have inherited or built? 
 
3. The missionary God (cont.) 

e. God’s infinite variety of means 
-Professor Barrs’ story (cont.) 
-His wife’s story 

Review of the infinite variety of means: 
 
4. Through the wall, or, letting go of our culture for the sake of the Gospel 

Why was the church so reluctant to go to the Gentiles? Why were there such obstacles once they 
were reached? 

 
a. The wall built by Judaism between itself and the Gentile world 

-Food, ceremonial and ritual laws brought separation 
-Their intent forgotten, they induced a back-breaking legalism 
-Grace, forgiveness and humility replaced by works righteousness, zeal for the law and pride 
-Moral law made null and void by tradition 
-‘Love your neighbor’ hedged with restrictions 
-‘Love your enemy’ nullified by the rules of separation 

b. This tradition in Judaism influenced the early church. 
-Examples from the book of Acts 
-Examples from the Epistles 

c. Paul’s insights on this dilemma – the meaning of the Gospel  
1) What is our identity as believers? 
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Lecture 17 – Acts: A Challenge to Mission, Part 5 
 
“Your attitude should be the same as that of Christ Jesus: who, being in very nature God, did not consider 
equality with God something to be grasped, but made himself nothing, taking the very nature of a servant, 
being made in human likeness.  And being found in appearance as a man, he humbled himself and became 
obedient to death – even death on a cross!  Therefore God exalted him to the highest place and gave him the 
name that is above every name, that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and on earth and 
under the earth, and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.” 
Philippians 2:5-11 
 
Key Terms 
Walls, Gospel identity, image of God 
 
Objectives 
*Identify biblical themes and passages that address issues of division, separation and identity. 
*Identify biblical patterns for obedience, growth, and relationship. 
 
Acts: A Challenge to Mission (cont.) 
 
4. Through the wall, or, letting go of our culture for the sake of the Gospel 

c. Paul’s insights on this dilemma – the meaning of the Gospel (cont.)  
1) What is our identity as believers? (cont.) 
2) What will help us grow in faith and obedience? 
3) How do we value others in the kingdom? 
4) How will we reach out to others with the Gospel? 

-All are made in the image of God. We must see that glory and honor. 
-When we see people’s sin, we must remember that we are sinners like them. 
-We need to recognize that everyone needs Christ. 
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Lecture 18 – Paul Among the Pagans: All Things to All People 
 
“On the Sabbath they entered the synagogue and sat down. After the reading from the Law and the Prophets, 
the synagogue rulers sent word to them, saying, ‘Brothers, if you have a message of encouragement for the 
people, please speak.’” Acts 13:14-15 
 
“When the crowd saw what Paul had done, they shouted in the Lycaonian language, ‘The gods have come 
down to us in human form!’…The priest of Zeus, whose temple was just outside the city, brought bulls and 
wreaths to the city gates because he and the crowd wanted to offer sacrifices to them…” Acts 14:11 ff. 
 
“While Paul was waiting for them in Athens, he was greatly distressed to see that the city was full of idols.  
So he reasoned in the synagogue with the Jews and the God-fearing Greeks, as well as in the marketplace 
day by day with those who happened to be there…” Acts 17:16-17   
 
Key Terms 
Apologetics, polytheism, respect 
 
Objectives 
*Discuss Paul’s technique of adapting his message to the different types of unbelievers that he encountered   
  on his missionary journeys. 
*Begin discussing the principles of communication that apply to our evangelistic encounters. 
 
Introduction 
 
Luke gives us three missionary or apologetic messages delivered by Paul in three very different contexts.   
 Acts 13: Jews and God-fearers in the synagogue 

Acts 14: Uncultured pagans who are polytheists 
Acts 17: More thoughtful pagans who are educated in the philosophy of their time 

1. The message in the synagogue 
a. The language and content 

1) Old Testament language 
2) Quotations from and allusions to Old Testament texts 

b. What things Paul can take for granted 
  Can we take even these for granted today in a growing church? 
2. The messages to pagans 

a. Very different language and content 
1) No reference to the Old Testament 
2) No reference to the Messiah 
3) No reference to details of recent events in Palestine 

b. What can Paul take for granted?  And so what shapes his message? 
These will be a constant in most human contexts where a missionary goes. 
What is the fundamental barrier between people and God? 

 
All Things to All People: Principles of Communication 
 
Introduction: 
When Paul preached to those with the Scriptures he emphasized Christ as the fulfillment of prophecy and the 
one who justifies those who have failed to keep the law. When he preached to those without the Scriptures he 
spoke from the early chapters of Genesis. Yet in different contexts we find the same principles governing 
Paul’s presentation. Paul develops principles of communication from his commitment to be all things to all 
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people for the sake of Christ, for the sake of the Gospel and for the love of those to whom he goes with the 
good news. These principles are to govern our communication in every cultural context where God sends us 
to make His truth known. 
 
Principles: 
1. Respect 

a. We expect Paul to show respect for the Jews and God-fearers in Pisidian Antioch for they share his  
    cultural and religious heritage. 
b. Paul demonstrates respect despite his distress at the idolatry in Athens. 

 c. Paul before Agrippa 
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Lecture 19 – All Things to All People: Principles of Communication 
 
“Though I am free and belong to no man, I make myself a slave to everyone, to win as many as possible.”     
I Corinthians 9:19 
 
Key Terms 
Respect, building bridges 
 
Objectives 
*Continue discussing the principles of communication.   
*Demonstrate how these principles are evidenced in the life of Jesus and the apostles. 
*Discuss how these principles can be applied and evidenced in our lives. 
 
Principles of Communication (cont.) 
 
1. Respect (cont.) 

d. The examples of Jesus with the woman at the well and with Zacchaeus 
e. The command of the apostles    
f. Respect is possible because all people are made in the image of God. 

 g. Respect is not a technique to communicate the Gospel. 
2. Building bridges 

a. In the synagogue the bridges are obvious.  
b. Perhaps to our surprise Paul finds points to commend in the life and thought of his Athenian  
    audience.  
c. Two truths of all people, regardless of beliefs 

  1) ________________________________________________. 
  2) We are all made in God’s image and are constrained by this. 

d. We must ask the question, “What is right about this person’s thinking?” 
 

Questions for building bridges with churched people: 
 

Questions for building bridges with New Age (unchurched) people: 
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Lecture 20 – All Things to All People: Principles of Communication (Part 2) 
 
“On the Sabbath they entered the synagogue and sat down. After the reading from the Law and the Prophets, 
the synagogue rulers sent word to them, saying, ‘Brothers, if you have a message of encouragement for the 
people, please speak.’”  Acts 13:14 ff. 
 
“When the crowd saw what Paul had done, they shouted in the Lycaonian language, ‘The gods have come 
down to us in human form!’…The priest of Zeus, whose temple was just outside the city, brought bulls and 
wreaths to the city gates because he and the crowd wanted to offer sacrifices to them…”  Acts 14:11 ff. 
 
“While Paul was waiting for them in Athens, he was greatly distressed to see that the city was full of idols.  
So he reasoned in the synagogue with the Jews and the God-fearing Greeks, as well as in the marketplace 
day by day with those who happened to be there…” Acts 17:16 ff.   
 
Key Terms 
Building bridges, understanding, compassion & commitment 
 
Objectives 
*Continue discussing the principles of communication.   
*Identify and discuss some of the issues involved in “understanding.” 
*Discuss how these principles can be applied and evidenced in our lives. 
 
Principles of Communication (cont.) 

 
2. Building bridges (cont.) 

d. Our task: Begin by asking “What is right about this person’s thinking and life? What bridges can I  
    build?” 
e. Building bridges with those who are secular, who are “not religious” 

1) Everyone is “religious” (Where is your trust?)  
2) Everyone is “moral” (What is right and wrong?)  

f. Building bridges with cynics 
An example from Prof. Barrs’ life 

3. Understanding what others believe 
a. Again, in the synagogue, we assume Paul knows the people and their culture just as he knows  
    himself.  
b. In Athens we discover that Paul has a deep understanding of his hearers. 

For ourselves today 
We need to do our homework when talking to people. 

c. Examples from the Gospels 
Jesus asked questions. 

d. This is not simply a matter of doing one’s homework. It arises from a sense of compassion for   
    people, from respect for their culture and from the commitment to be all things to all people. 
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Lecture 21 – All Things to All People: Principles of Communication (Part 3) 
 
“On the Sabbath they entered the synagogue and sat down.  After the reading from the Law and the 
Prophets, the synagogue rulers sent word to them, saying, ‘Brothers, if you have a message of 
encouragement for the people, please speak.’”  Acts 13:14 ff. 
 
“When the crowd saw what Paul had done, they shouted in the Lycaonian language, ‘The gods have come 
down to us in human form!’…The priest of Zeus, whose temple was just outside the city, brought bulls and 
wreaths to the city gates because he and the crowd wanted to offer sacrifices to them…”  Acts 14:11 ff. 
 
“While Paul was waiting for them in Athens, he was greatly distressed to see that the city was full of idols.  
So he reasoned in the synagogue with the Jews and the God-fearing Greeks, as well as in the marketplace 
day by day with those who happened to be there…” Acts 17:16 ff.   
 
Key Terms 
Language (vocabulary, tone, nuance), adaptation 
 
Objectives 
*Continue discussing the principles of communication.   
*Identify and discuss issues related to scriptural principles for the use of language. 
*Discuss how these principles can be applied and evidenced in our lives. 
 
Introduction 
Notes regarding paper assignment 
 
Principles of Communication (cont.) 
 
4. Language 

a. In the synagogue  
b. In Athens  

The New Testament is full of this adaptation of language to communicate the gospel.  
c. The trial scenes in Acts 22, 24, and 26 

Courtroom language 
d. Examples throughout the New Testament  

1) (See Lecture 21 Appendix – “Paul’s Areopagus Address”) 
2) OT language for “God” 

-El 
-Adonai 
-YHWH 

3) NT language for “God” 
-Theos 
-Kurios 
-No equivalent for YHWH 

4) Paul’s adaptation of language helps the hearers. 
-Communicates to the hearers 
-Helps establish an understanding for living as Christians in their culture 
-Learn to communicate to others. 

e. House codes 
f. We must communicate biblical truth in a person’s common language. 
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Lecture 22 – All Things to All People: Principles of Communication (Part 4) 
 
“On the Sabbath they entered the synagogue and sat down. After the reading from the Law and the Prophets, 
the synagogue rulers sent word to them, saying, ‘Brothers, if you have a message of encouragement for the 
people, please speak.’” Acts 13:14 ff. 
 
“When the crowd saw what Paul had done, they shouted in the Lycaonian language, ‘The gods have come 
down to us in human form!’…The priest of Zeus, whose temple was just outside the city, brought bulls and 
wreaths to the city gates because he and the crowd wanted to offer sacrifices to them…”  Acts 14:11 ff. 
 
“While Paul was waiting for them in Athens, he was greatly distressed to see that the city was full of idols.  
So he reasoned in the synagogue with the Jews and the God-fearing Greeks, as well as in the marketplace 
day by day with those who happened to be there…” Acts 17:16 ff.   
 
Key Terms 
Reason, organization 
 
Objectives 
*Continue discussing the principles of communication.   
*Identify and discuss characteristics of a clear and logical presentation. 
*Discuss how these principles can be applied and evidenced in our lives. 
 
Principles of Communication (cont.) 
 
4. Language (cont.) 

John 1 & the use of logos 
5. A carefully reasoned presentation of the truth 

a. With the Jews (Acts 13) 
“a powerfully reasoned message aimed to persuade that Jesus is the promised Messiah” 

b. With the Athenians (Acts 17 & 14) 
“a powerfully reasoned message aimed to give compelling reasons why they should become 
worshippers of the one, true God and put their hope in Jesus Christ.” 

c. This is Paul’s practice all through Acts. 
Objection: Paul renounced the use of reason. 

*Paul’s words in 1 Corinthians 1 & 2 
Argument:  We are to proclaim the Gospel, rather than seek to persuade. 

*Three important questions to consider 
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Lecture 23 – All Things to All People: Principles of Communication (Part 5) 
 
“On the Sabbath they entered the synagogue and sat down. After the reading from the Law and the Prophets, 
the synagogue rulers sent word to them, saying, ‘Brothers, if you have a message of encouragement for the 
people, please speak.’”  Acts 13:14 ff. 
 
“When the crowd saw what Paul had done, they shouted in the Lycaonian language, ‘The gods have come 
down to us in human form!’…The priest of Zeus, whose temple was just outside the city, brought bulls and 
wreaths to the city gates because he and the crowd wanted to offer sacrifices to them…”  Acts 14:11 ff. 
 
“While Paul was waiting for them in Athens, he was greatly distressed to see that the city was full of idols.  
So he reasoned in the synagogue with the Jews and the God-fearing Greeks, as well as in the marketplace 
day by day with those who happened to be there…” Acts 17:16 ff.   
 
Key Terms 
Clarity; challenge & confrontation; mind, heart & will 
 
Objectives 
*Continue discussing the principles of communication.   
*Discuss how these principles can be applied and evidenced in our lives. 
 
Principles of Communication (cont.) 
 
Introductory Review 
 
6. Clarity: A careful definition of the message 

a. In the synagogue  
b. In Athens  
c. Jesus’ teaching  
d. Paul commands us to have our words seasoned with salt. 

7. Challenge: The need to challenge the heart, mind and will 
a. In the synagogue  
b. In Athens  
c. At the heart of all sin is pride; thus, our most precious things are challenged.  
d. The gospel always directs its challenge to the idols of heart, mind, and will in every culture.   

-Idols for the Jews:  the Law 
-Idols for the Greeks:  wisdom 
-Idols for American culture:  

Wealth 
Freedom 
Self-satisfaction 
Tolerance 

Word of warning: Be aware of your own idols. 
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Lecture 24 – All Things to All People (concluded); Overview of Deism 
 
“Deism is the religion of the great majority of Americans.” Jerram Barrs 
 
Key Terms 
Half-way house, Reformation, science, common denominator, war, God, conduct & worship, Matthew 
Tindal, Historical Criticism, individualism & pluralism, views of God, views of the human problem 
 
Objectives 
*Describe briefly the beliefs of deism. 
*Identify the practical outworking of deism in our contemporary culture and church. 
*Identify possible bridges for communication, noting also their dangers. 
 
Introductory Remarks 
Outline of final exam 
 
Principles of Communication (concluded) 
 
7. Challenge: The need to challenge the heart, mind and will (cont.) 
 e. Making the challenge 
 
Deism 
The religion of the great majority of Americans, a half-way house for people on the move between 
Christianity and secularism. 

J. Sire. The Universe Next Door. IVP, 1976. 
John Orr. English Deism: Its Roots and Its Fruits. Eerdmans, 1934. 

 
A. Origins 
     Lord Herbert of Cherbury, c.1620-1650. De Veritate (1625), De Religione Gentilium (1639).  

1. Factors in the rise of deism 
a. Desire to push the Reformation further 
b. Travel 
c. New scientific revolution 
d. Wars 

2. Herbert asked some questions requiring answers: 
a. How may truth be distinguished from error? 
b. How can we express/formulate a faith/belief that receives the assent of all people, in a   
    world where other religions exist? 
c. How can we find a religion that can avoid the bitter wars/controversies that have destroyed   
    Europe? 

3. His answers to these questions: 
a. Universal consent  
b. What will all people agree to? 

1) Comparative religions 
2) The ‘oracle within’ 

B. Beliefs of deism 
1. There is a supreme power, God.  
2. This God must be worshipped. 
3. Good conduct constitutes the most important aspect of divine worship. 
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4. All vices and crimes should be expiated and effaced by repentance.  
5. There are rewards and punishments after this life. 

 
Boiling down of all religions (‘natural’ or ‘common sense’ religion). 
One universal church 
Revelation = ‘every divine and happy sentiment’ within our conscience 

 
C. History of deism 
    Enormous impact, inside and outside the church. William Law, 1700, Christianity universally scoffed at. 

1. Impact on the Church 
a. Cambridge Platonists  
b. John Locke 
c. John Toland 
d. Matthew Tindal 

1) Four arguments for natural religion 
2) Five basic beliefs 

e. Thomas Chubb 
f. Thomas Morgan 

2. Why deism declined 
a. The answers given by Christians demolished the deist arguments. 
b. The evangelical revival  
c. The philosophy of David Hume 

3. Consequences of deism 
a. Widespread influence in France 
b. Rise of historical criticism in Germany 
c. Flourishing of deism in U.S.A. 

       D. Deism today 
1. Factors favoring deism today 

a. Emphasis on individualism 
b. Our pluralistic society 
c. Emphasis on tolerance and respect for other people’s views 
d. Reaction against unpopular Christian doctrines 
e. Confused teaching in mainline churches 

2. Beliefs of deism today 
a. A distant creator god  
b. All religions are basically the same. 
c. Natural law 
d. Moral order in the world 
e. No sense of corruption of human nature 
f. Confidence in human reason and moral conscience 
g. Pursuit of personal happiness  
h. Vague optimism about future 
i. Vague belief in afterlife, but no real sense of judgment 
 Openness to New Age ideas 

Excursus 
Why did deism lose ground in Europe but not in the U.S.A.? 
  
Deism went hand in glove with the Enlightenment - the trust in human nature, in human reason. But the 
Enlightenment’s influence in Europe was destroyed by existentialism in the 1900’s (e.g. Thomas Hardy - 
alienation, pessimism, ultimate absurdity, etc., also Sartre, Camus, etc.). The inadequacy of human reason to 
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answer the big questions had a stronger impact on Europe than in the U.S.A., which still maintained a sense 
of optimism (although less so in the cities and the youth). Gradually, however, this American optimism is 
being eaten away. 
 
Children of deists become humanists unless they become Christians.  True Christianity can degenerate in two 
ways: 
1. Nominal Christianity - the form with no power 
2. Legalistic fundamentalism - pharisaic righteousness 
 
Both are human centered and both have deism as their seed. True Christianity > Legalistic righteousness or 
Nominal Christianity >Deism > Humanism > Skepticism. There is a progression as you break away from 
Christianity; you can often see this occurring in generations of families. 
 
Steps in this direction. Danger signals for the evangelical faith - in movement toward deism: 
1. Softness on other religions, i.e. that they have truth also; see the documents of Vatican II, a radical   
    transformation in the Catholic view of truth, saying that there are a lot of true things about other religions,  
    they have part of the truth; see a similar direction  in recent evangelical writings  
2. Sincerity, not doctrine, is most important 
3. Hesitancy about the supernatural, reluctance to talk about God’s intervention in history now 
4. Soft on all kinds of moral issues, influenced by the culture and not the Word of God 
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Lecture 25 – Overview of Deism (concluded); Overview of Idolatry 
 
“I am not ashamed of the gospel, because it is the power of God for the salvation of everyone who believes: 
first to the Jew, then for the Gentile.  For in the gospel a righteousness from God is revealed, a 
righteousness that is by faith from the first to the last, just as it is written: ‘The righteous will live by faith.’” 
Romans 1:16-17   
 
Key Terms 
Idolatry; God’s revelation; inexcusability; wisdom & folly; rational, emotional, volitional needs; promises & 
rewards 
 
Objectives 
*Describe the nature of idolatry and its attractiveness. 
*Recognize idolatry in our contemporary culture. 
*Identify ways in which God in Scripture responds to idolatry. 
 
Overview of Deism (concluded) 

Potential bridges for communicating with deists 
E. Problems with deism 

1. Issue of comparative religions 
a. Superficial understanding of the main religions 
b. Little understanding of their deep differences 

2. Human reason as source of truth and knowledge 
a. Leads to skepticism and uncertainty 
b. Ignores human finitude and sinfulness 

3. Who is God?  
a. The deist makes his own God. 
a. But God defines Himself, not man. 

4. Who are we? 
  a. Deism has no foundation for affirming human dignity. 

5. What is good conduct? 
 a. Deism has no foundation for moral certainty.  

Wrap-up on communication with unbelievers: (not in lecture) 
1. Pray - that God will soften their hearts, open their minds. Recognize that we have rebellious hearts too. 
2. Live the truth - the quality of your life speaks clearly. If not doing the truth then shut up. Our life has  
    tremendous power. 
3. Courage to declare the truth - need to keep going, to press on. It often takes time. 
 
Overview of Idolatry 
 
I. Understanding idolatry, “the home of the unbelieving heart” 

A. Romans 1:18-2:16 – Paul deals with idolatry first (later, with Christ). 
1. God has revealed himself to all humanity. 

a. God’s eternal power 
b. God’s divine nature 
c. God’s moral nature 

2. People have no excuse for not worshipping God. 
 a. Most believe in God. 
 b. Those who don’t constantly fight against God. 
 c. Problem isn’t ignorance but willful suppression of truth 
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 d. Refusal to give thanks 
3. Every culture claims their own wisdom. 
 a. Their thinking is empty. 
 b. Their hearts are foolish.  

  4. The folly of idolatry 
a. Worship of actual idols 
b. Worship of part of creation directly 
c. Worship of humanity 

  5. Moral consequences of idolatry 
a. Breakdown of family / sexual morality 
b. Every other type of sin also 
c. Any element of truth will constrain immorality 

II. How idolatry works today 
A. All people are religious, have religious needs. 

1. Rational need 
2. Emotional need 
3. Volitional need 

 B. How these needs are met in our culture 
1. The rational need 

a. God is creator but not provider or ruler. 
b. God is unknown. 

   c. God isn’t the judge. 
   d. God for times of crisis 
   e. Some attend worship services. 
   f. All religions are the same. 
   g. No word from God 

2. The emotional need 
a. New Age religion and spirituality 
b. Human relationships 
c. Sexual pleasure 
d. The arts 
e. Sports 

3. The volitional need 
a. Religion, particularly the cults 
b. A political cause 
c. Work 
d. Wealth 
e. Pleasure and self-fulfillment  

Who or what do we worship? 
III. Idolatry: promises and rewards 
 A. Empty promises 

1. Why is idolatry attractive? Isaiah 44:19-20 
a. We are divided from ourselves. 
b. Divided loyalty – we don’t want God to intrude. 
c. We choose, create our idol. 
d. Idolatry doesn’t require humbling oneself before God. 

2. What rewards do idols give? 
a. Temporary rewards and pleasures 
b. Illusion of control; increasing demands 
c. Ultimate loss of control  
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d. Spiritual bondage 
(The following points are not covered on the CD lectures) 

3. The Bible deals with idolatry primarily by contrast: declaring the glory of God over against  
    the shame and emptiness of idolatry. This is the central message of Isaiah 40-48. 

a. God is worthy of worship. He is full of glory. Consider His character, His works,   
    His acts of redemption. Consider His love for us. Yes, He makes demands that we  
    bow before Him, but we owe our life to Him both as creator and redeemer. He gave  
    Himself for us. No idol has sacrificed itself for you. 
b. God does ask us to live no longer for ourselves, but for Him. We, indeed, are asked  
    to lose our lives, to humbly acknowledge His authority, and to live for Him. But He  
    asks us to do so freely and gladly, from the heart, in response to His love. 
c. As we obey His commandments we find that we are set free. In losing ourselves we  
    find ourselves. His law is a law of liberty. I gain the freedom to enjoy  
    relationships, to have increasing control over my own life. What He asks from me,  
    He gives back. 
d. He gives us all His good gifts to richly enjoy (1Timothy 6:17-19). 
e. We become like the one we worship. As we follow Him we are changed into His  
    likeness—from one degree of glory to another (2 Corinthians 3:17-18). 
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Lecture 26 – Overview of New Age: Back to Spirituality 
 
“The First Insight – 
*A reconsideration of the inherent mystery that surrounds our individual lives on this planet.  
*We experience mysterious coincidences which show us that there is another side of life we have yet to  
  discover—some other process operating behind the scenes.  
*A world transformation is taking place now because the number of individuals conscious of such  
  coincidences is growing dramatically.  
*Once we reach a “critical mass” of such individuals, the culture will begin to take these coincidental  
  experiences seriously, and we will wonder, in mass, what mysterious process underlies human life on this  
  planet.” 

The Celestine Prophecy, James Redfield, as outlined by Laura Bryannan, 
homstar.org/bryannan/celistin.html. 1999  

 
Key Terms 
Age of Aquarius, rationalism, objective truth, Eastern religions, paganism, mysticism, meditation, oneness, 
reincarnation 
 
Objectives 
*Identify the major themes and characteristics of New Age spirituality. 
*Recognize and describe built in difficulties with the New Age worldview. 
*Identify potential bridges with the New Age worldview. 
*Recognize and explore the impact of New Age spirituality on the church. 
 
Introduction 
Please note: Professor Barrs does not touch on all of the points in the following outline; nevertheless, they 
are included for your benefit. The Humanism and Existentialism outlines mentioned at the beginning of this 
class are incorporated in this study guide as an appendix. 
 
Recommended Reading on New Age: 
Mangalwadi, Vishal. When the New Age Gets Old. Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 1992. 
Mangalwadi, Vishal. The World of Gurus. New Delhi, India: Vikas, 1977. 
Clark, David K. and Norman L. Geisler. Apologetics in the New Age: A Christian Critique of Pantheism. 
Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 1990. 
Groothuis, Douglas. Revealing the New Age Jesus. Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 1990. 
Redfield, James. The Celestine Prophecy. New York: Warner Books, 1993. 
Redfield, James. The Tenth Insight. New York: Warner Books, 1996. 
Campbell, Joseph. The Power of Myth. New York: Doubleday, 1988. 
Campbell, Joseph. The Hero with a Thousand Faces. New York: HarperCollins, 1993. 

 
Overview of New Age 
A. Mistakes Christians make regarding New Age 

1. Guilt by association 
2. Conspiracy theories 
3. Assumption of deep commitment 

B. A brief history: 
1. The term ‘New Age’ 

a. Age of Aquarius beginning; the old age of Pisces ending 
2. Schopenhauer desired to eradicate Jewish monotheism, and then Christianity could be seduced.   

a. Influenced Wagner and Nietzsche. 
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3. Madame Helena Blavatsky founded the Theosophical Society 
a. wrote Isis Unveiled (1877) & The Secret Doctrine (1878). 

4. Blavatsky influenced Rudolph Steiner, the founder of Anthroposophy. 
5. Annie Besant, disciple of Helena Blavatsky  

a. introduced Hindu teachers to the West, including Krishnamurti 
6. First World Parliament of Religions, 1893   

a. Swami Vivekananda, a disciple of Sri Ramakrishna, taught similarity of all religions,  
    established Vedanta Societies in America. 

7. Swami Yogananda started Self Realization Fellowship in the 1920s. 
8. Immigration restrictions lifted in 1965; many gurus came to teach; movements begun 

a. Maharaj Ji (The Divine Light Mission), Hari Krishna, Sri Rajneesh, Sai Baba 
9. Today these ideas part of mainstream American life; millions reading New Age books, attending   
    seminars, joining organizations  

C. What attracts our contemporaries to this ‘castle spiritual’? 
1. Lack of faith in the orthodoxies of rationalism 
2. Despair of finding objective truth 
3. Coming to terms with the contradictions built into materialism/humanism 
4. A new spirituality blending – 

a. Eastern religions 
b. Paganism 
c. Mystical Christianity 
d. Western materialism 

5. A holistic view of life 
6. No strict moral demands, rather moral relativism and a personal path to peace 

D. Beliefs first encountered around ‘castle spiritual’ 
1. Belief in the self, or ‘going within’ 

a. Self realization is the path to spirituality 
b. De-emphasis of reason and affirmation of ‘feminine’ functions of intuition and the feelings  
    of the body 

2. Belief in the techniques of meditation 
a. To know oneself 
b. To control body and mind 
c. To change consciousness 
d. To put one in touch with the divine within 

3. Belief that spiritual energy can control matter 
4. Belief that we live in a world of spiritual power available to all 

a. This is universal and eternal 
E. New Age worldview: within the castle walls 

1. The oneness of all things 
a. Everything in the universe is an expression of the Ultimate. 
b. Not a God, but the ground of all being 
c. This is beyond definition 
d. The Christian view of God is limiting and out of date. 

2. We are this one - we are not personally distinct from it. 
a. We are the universe. 
b. We are one with others. 
c. We are God. If we descend into the depths of our being we will find that we are one with   
    God. 

3. What is the human problem? 
a. Rejection of the Christian view that we have lost fellowship with God because of sin 
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1) No reverence for an authority outside myself 
2) The doctrine of sin is undignifying and limiting 

b. We are God, but we have forgotten that we are God. So salvation is waking up to our  
    divinity. 
c. Rejection of Christian view of the fall of nature 

1) It forgets the divinity of nature. 
2) It leads to the abuse of nature. (But consider effects of New Age: “Our religions in  
    thousands of years have never motivated anyone to plough a field, to dam a stream,  
    to drain a swamp.”  Pandit Nehru) 

4. Belief in reincarnation 
a. The soul is immortal. 
b. The soul has been and will be embodied many times. 
c. There is no continuity of personality. 
d. Ultimate complete unity with the One, and detachment from the field of space/time 

5. The doctrine of karma: the law of cosmic justice 
a. The law of cause and effect applied to human choices and actions in an absolute way 
b. You reap what you sow.  What you experience is your reaping from a previous life  
    embodiment. 
c. Karma is the expression of ultimate harmony in the universe between light and darkness,  
    good and evil, pain and pleasure, life and death. 

F. Where will this lead? The heart of darkness 
1. Know yourself for you are divine. “Everyone’s perception of reality is valid.” “Follow your bliss.” 

a. The only real truth is your own truth. 
2. Be patient for time does not matter. 
3. Be at peace for everything is harmonious ultimately. 
4. Look to spiritual guides for help - those who are further along the path of enlightenment than you. 

a. Some are alive - swamis, gurus, spiritual masters, avatars 
b. Some are in between incarnations, and can bring wisdom from beyond the grave 
c. Some are powerful spirits who desire to speak through the individual 

1) Openness to the occult 
G. The evidence used to support these beliefs 

1. What feels right to me - a mystical rather than a rational basis for knowledge 
2. The widespread occurrence of experiences such as: 

a. ‘Déjà vu’  
b. Out of body experiences 
c. Near death experiences 

3. Information from mediums, spirit channels and others who claim knowledge not normally  
    accessible to humanity 
4. The widespread currency of similar teaching 
5. The insistence that life must be more than material 

H. What are some of the problems with these ideas? 
1. How can we know what is truth if everyone’s perception of reality is valid? 
2. Is there any value to the body, or to the material world? 
3. Confusion about immortality - reincarnation is not the same as the eternal life of an individual. 
4. Is there any place to value the personality of an individual? 
5. Can we make any distinction between good and evil? 

a. In the end both good and evil are embraced. 
b. Compassion for those who suffer is undermined. 

6. Rejection of authority of God, yet acceptance of authority 
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Appendix – Humanism & Existentialism  
  
“The humanistic way of thinking, which has proclaimed itself our guide, did not admit the existence of 
intrinsic evil in man, nor did it see any task higher than the attainment of happiness here on earth. It started 
modern Western civilization on the dangerous trend of worshipping man and his material needs. Everything 
beyond the physical well-being and the accumulation of material goods, all other human requirements and 
characteristics of a subtler and higher nature, were left outside the attention of state and social systems as if 
human life did not have any higher meaning.” Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn  
 
“Have you not heard of that madman who lit a lantern in the bright morning hours, ran to the market place, 
and cried incessantly, ‘I seek God! I seek God!’ As many of those who do not believe in God were standing 
around just then, he provoked much laughter. … ‘Did he lose his way like a child?’ … ‘Whither is God?’ 
[the madman] cried. ‘I will tell you. We have killed him – you and I. …’” Frederick Nietzsche, Thus Spake 
Zarathustra  
 
Key terms  
Nature, evolution, reason, science, progress, human person, rejection of optimism, nothing, finite human 
reason, alienation, self existence, freedom & responsibility, courage & scorn  
 
Lecture objectives  
*Identify the major themes and characteristics of humanism and existentialism.  
*Recognize and describe built in difficulties with humanism and existentialism.  
*Explore ways in which humanism and existentialism manifest themselves in our culture.  
*Identify potential bridges with the humanistic and existentialist worldview.  
*Recognize and explore the impact of humanism and existentialism on the church.   
 
Humanism: Glory to Man in the Highest  
Introduction: What does the word ‘humanism’ mean?  

1. Humanitarian  
2. Classical scholarship or study of the humanities  
3. Secular humanism  

-Beware hysteria!  
A. A Humanist Manifesto or Statement of Beliefs  

Introduction:  
-The contrast between humanism and Christianity  
-Is humanism a religion?  
-A humanist metaphysic or expression of what exists  

1. I believe in nature:  
a. In nature neither intelligence nor purpose operates.  
b. Chance is the source of creation.  

2. I believe in evolution:  
a. Time, variation, and natural selection produce all forms of life.  
b. We, too, are the product of blind forces at work.  
c. There is no human nature intrinsic to us.  

3. I believe in reason:  
a. We have to think for ourselves; this is our authoritative source of knowledge.  
b. The commitment to free inquiry  
c. The rejection of revelation and the dependence on reason alone for ethics  
d. Optimism through the triumph of reason  

4. I believe in science:  
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a. Scientific research must be free from limits.  
b. The scientific method is, by definition, naturalistic.  
c. Science has two tasks:  

1) To understand and shape the world of nature  
2) To understand and shape humanity 

d. The urgent task we face is the scientific study of values.  
e. Then we can create our own human future.  
f. The god of eugenics  

5. I believe in progress:  
a. We have the resources to build a better society.  
b. The marriage of humanism with evolutionary progress is the grounds for hope.  
c. We are on the threshold of a great leap forward because we can now shape our own nature  
    and destiny.  

6. I believe in the human person:  
a. We can rely only on ourselves for we are the measure of all things.  
b. The self-conscious rejection of God, and of Christianity in particular  
c. The rejection of moral absolutes  
d. The pursuit of happiness  

7. The need for religious language in humanism:  
a. Mysticism about nature; our unity with the earth  
b. The glory of human personality  
c. The Paradise of happiness  

Interactive questions:  
What are some praiseworthy aspects of the Humanist Manifesto? What are some potential problems 
with this Manifesto? In what ways might these beliefs help an unbeliever hear the Gospel? In what 
ways might these beliefs hinder an unbeliever from hearing the Gospel?  

B. Some Questions for the Humanist:  
1. Whose humanism are we to choose, and why?  
2. Can we believe in Chance when we think about the origins of life, or when we look at the world   
    around us, or at ourselves?  
3. Can we believe in reason, given two great challenges? 

a. The finiteness of all our human knowledge.  
b. The fallibility of our reasoning processes.  

1) Reason must be the humble handmaid of revelation.  
4. Can we believe in progress?  

a. What are the mechanisms of evolution?  
b. Does the twentieth century give us grounds for hope?  

5. Can reason and science give moral values?  
a. Without God what are our options?  

1) The individual  
2) The majority  
3) The powerful  
4) An ideology  

b. God is the only true foundation for moral order.  
6. Can we believe in humanity?  

a. On what basis can we give dignity to human persons?  
1) If we are the product of evolution what more can we be than matter?  
2) We are so tiny in a vast and uninterested universe.  

b. What about the fallenness of our human nature?  
The beauty of the Biblical teaching on the image of God, and the glory and shame of our humanity  
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c. The heart of humanism is the passionate longing to save human persons from God.  
1. We are creatures made by God.  
2. We have finite minds and need his truth to understand life.  
3. We need his directions for living so that we do not err.  
4. We deserve his judgment and rejection.  
5. We must throw ourselves on his mercy.  
6. We have to trust in His Son not our own achievements.  
7. We are so hard-hearted we need His Spirit’s enabling to come to Him.  

d. The humanist shouts bravely: ‘God is dead. We are free.’  
Seeking to raise our humanity from the dust of the earth, we are lost.  
 
Existentialism: The Loss of Hope  
Introduction: Some examples of existentialist writers  

1. Existentialism is difficult to understand without some experience of its anguish, or a readiness to  
    empathize.  
2. A definition: “Existentialism is a doctrine that renders human life possible.”  

a. A practical philosophy  
b. Life seems impossible  

3. Why this pessimism after the confidence of humanism? A consistent atheism  
A. Existentialism’s rejections of the optimism and confidence of the humanist  

1. I reject your optimism about the death of God.  
a. Everything changed by God’s death.  
b. Not atheism, simply, but a world from which God is absent.  

2. I reject your optimism about moral values.  
a. Humanism suppressing God without moral cost.  
b. No more possibility of finding certain moral values.  
c. The centrality of the decline of religion in understanding Western culture.  

3. I reject your optimism about reason.  
a. Criticism of the sterility of much philosophy  
b. Giving expression to the tensions in the soul  

4. I reject the approach of humanistic science to the human person.  
a. The physical sciences cannot measure the soul.  
b. Treating human persons as objects denies responsibility.  

Interactive question:  
From your perspective as a believer, in what ways is the existentialist rejection of humanistic 
optimism healthy? In what ways is it problematic? How might this skepticism be helpful in hearing 
the Gospel? How might it cause difficulties?  
5. I reject your optimism about human progress.  

a. Human nature always the same, only the situation changes.  
b. Our society is in a state of dissolution.  
c. Even what appears to be progress, the advance of technology, is actually alienating.  

6. I reject your optimism about human nature.  
a. The frank recognition of evil in the human soul  
b. The terrible reality of the two world wars challenged Europeans to face up to evil. Vietnam  
   did the same for many Americans.  

B. The Creed of the Existentialist  
1. I believe in Nothing.  

a. The individual and the race are confronted with nothingness.  
b. The reality of accomplishing nothing with one’s life  

2. I believe in the finiteness of human reason.  
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a. A finite individual cannot know anything with certainty.  
b. Even the ‘exact’ physical sciences are confronted with apparent contradictions and  
    insoluble problems.  
c. Our technology controls us; we don’t control it.  

3. I believe in the alienation of human persons.  
a. We are homeless in this world, for we have the experience of person-hood, but there is no  
   place for us.  
b. We find alienation in the totality of our human experience.  

4. I believe in the existence of myself.  
a. I cannot put hope in science, or reason, or economic or political solutions.  
b. Without God there is no fixed, or desirable human nature.  

5. I believe in human freedom and responsibility.  
a. Freedom without a definition  
b. Freedom is a kind of condemnation, for there is nowhere we can turn for help.  
c. We have to invent ourselves.  
d. This necessity of authenticating ourselves through choice creates anguish and despair.  

6. I believe in courage and scorn.  
a. The lucidity of understanding our wretched condition is a kind of victory.  
b. We must choose to struggle on in the face of absurdity.  

C. Challenges to the Christian  
1. The need to emphasize that Christianity is truth  

a. Truth about the way things are  
b. Truth historically  
c. Truth can only be known in humility before God’s revelation in creation and in His Word.  

2. The need to have more than conformity to orthodoxy and to traditional forms  
a. The call to demonstrate the reality of a relationship with the living God  
b. The call to live a life of justice, mercy and faithfulness  
c. The need to communicate with empathy, gentleness and respect  

3. Existentialism takes seriously the brokenness of the human situation.  
a. The need not to heal people’s wounds lightly  
b. The Biblical account requires us to regard the world, as it is now, as abnormal.  
c. Christ came to a hurting world, and took those hurts upon Himself. This is the Christian’s  
    calling.  

Interactive question:  
Given the existentialist skepticism regarding humanistic optimism, how might the existentialist hear 
your claim that Christianity is “truth”? How might you shape your discussion to help the 
existentialist hear these claims afresh?  
4. Existentialism takes human responsibility seriously.  

a. This is a rebuke to Christians who idly wait for heaven.  
b. We have such significance before God that our choices cause ripples for eternity.  

D. Response to Existentialism  
1. Are courage and scorn enough to fill a person’s heart?  
2. The impossibility of being consistent to the denial of moral certainty.  

a. God has placed His law in our hearts.  
3. Instead of ‘superman’ what?  

a. ‘A gnawing and crumbling skepticism and relativism.’  
b. ‘Amusing ourselves to death.’  

4. Existentialism is an insufficiently radical critique of humanism.  
a. It has the same starting point: the denial of a word from God.  
b. The fundamental problem is pride.  
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